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Abstract

A new methodology for absolute measurement of the effective delayed neutron fraction beff based on Feynman-a experiments and the
two-region model was developed. This method made use of Feynman-a experiments and the two-region model. To examine the present
methodology, a series of Feynman-a experiments were conducted at the IPEN/MB-01 research reactor facility. In contrast with other
techniques like the slope method, Nelson-number method and 252Cf-source method, the main advantage of this new methodology is
to obtain beff with the required accuracy and without knowledge of any other parameter. By adopting the present approach, beff was
measured with a 0.67% uncertainty. In addition, the prompt neutron generation time, K, and other parameters, was also obtained in
an absolute experimental way. In general, the measured parameters are in good agreement with the values found from frequency analysis
experiments. The theory–experiment comparison for the beff measured in this work shows that JENDL3.3 presented the best agreement
(within 1%). The reduction of the 235U thermal yield as proposed by Okajima and Sakurai is completely justified according to the beff

measurements performed in this work.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Since 1990, it has been observed that delayed neutron
data uncertainties may result in undesirable conservatism
in the design and operation of nuclear reactor control sys-
tems (D’Angelo, 2002). Among these data, the effective
delayed neutron fraction beff is an important safety param-
eter of nuclear reactors because it is equal to the increment
between delayed and prompt critical.

The main objective has been to determine whether or
not the currently database is sufficiently accurate to predict
the measured effective delayed neutron fraction, beff, for a
wide variety of critical assemblies. A target accuracy of
±3% was requested for beff calculations (Rudstan et al.,
2002; D’Angelo and Rowlands, 2002), in way that beff val-
ues must be measured with an experimental error of less
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than 3% (Sakurai et al., 1999). In order to improve the pre-
diction accuracy of the beff, programs of international
benchmarks experiments have been planned in different.
However, the experimental data of beff for thermal systems
(Van der Marck et al., 2004; Van der Marck, 2006), today
available, cannot offer sufficient quality and quantity to
predict the beff with the required accuracy. A literature sur-
vey shows that the available experiments related to beff and/
or beff/K were performed in the following facilities: Stacy
(Tonoike et al., 2002), Winco (Spriggs, 1977), Sheba-II
(Butterfield, 1994), Proteus (Williams et al., 1996), TCA
(Nakajima, 2001), SHE-8 (Takano et al., 1985; Kaneko
et al., 1988), MISTRAL-1 (Litaize and Santamarina,
2001) and IPEN/MB-01 (dos Santos et al., 2006). For the
Stacy, Winco, Sheba-II and Proteus, the reported mea-
sured quantity is a, which is linked to beff at delayed critical
through a0 = a(q = 0) = beff/K. The uncertainties in the a
value measurements are 1.6% for Stacy, 0.03% for Winco,
1.8% for Sheba-II, and 0.6% for Proteus. Only the TCA,
SHE-8, MISTRAL-1 and IPEN/MB-01 experiments,
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report measured values of beff, and their respective uncer-
tainties are 2.2%, 4.6%, 1.6% and 0.9%. The number of
experiments related to beff is quite small. In such a way, a
collaborative effort to improve the beff measurements in
thermal systems has been recommended.

Nowadays, different beff measurement techniques have
been applied (Rudstan et al., 2002; Fort et al., 2002). How-
ever, all these techniques cannot directly give the beff, but
they yield it using several parameters. The most common
parameters are: adjoint fluxes, spatial-correction factors,
fission rates, reactivity, neutron source strength and detec-
tor efficiency. Among these parameters, the fission rate is
measured, while semi-experimental values are obtained
for most of the other parameters by combination of mea-
sured results and calculated corrections. Uncertainties of
these parameters are critical uncertainty sources in these
techniques. Typical uncertainties on the measured and
semi-experimental parameters of beff range from 1.20% to
3.09% (Fort et al., 2002). In addition, the Diven factor is
common to all techniques excepting the Cf-source method
and it introduces an uncertainty in measured beff values of
about 1.3% (D’Angelo and Rowlands, 2002). It is apparent
that when a physical quantity needs to be known to a few-
percent accuracy then an absolute experimental determina-
tion is essential.

For these reasons, a new methodology for absolute
measurement of the effective delayed neutron fraction beff

is proposed. This method made use of Feynman-a experi-
ments (Feynman et al., 1956; Uhrig, 1970) and the
two-region model (Spriggs et al., 1997). By adopting this
approach, values for beff, and other kinetic parameters
may be obtained without any calculations or other
experiments results. Consequently, the accuracy in beff is
improved and the proposed target accuracy may be
reached. In summary, several Feynman-a distributions
were recorded in the IPEN/MB-01 Research Reactor facil-
ity (dos Santos et al., 1999, 2004), in a very large range of
subcritical reactivity (nearly from �500 pcm to
�25,000 pcm). As predicted by the two-region model, at
subcritical levels above�3000 pcm two exponential compo-
nents could be observed in Feynman-a distributions
recorded in reflector region. However, the value of this
second exponential term cannot be extracted because of
detector dead time effects. By fitting the a versus inverse
count rate curve through the two-region model, beff and
other kinetic parameters were estimated. Using this meth-
odology, the beff could be evaluated with the required accu-
racy and without knowledge of any other parameter.

2. The two-region model

One of the most important classes of nuclear reactors
are reflected reactors. However, several experimental data
clearly show that the kinetic behavior of some types of
reflected systems cannot be adequately explained using
the standard one-region point kinetic model (Bell and
Glasstone, 1970). In particular, the departure of zero-
power transfer function of some types of reflected systems
from the standard model at high frequencies (Diniz, 2005),
the multiple decay modes observed in Rossi-a and pulsed
neutron experiments (Karam, 1964, 1965; Busch and Spri-
ggs, 1994; Brunson and Huber, 1975; Brunson, 1975), and
the nonlinear behavior of prompt neutron decay constant
versus reactivity curve (Brunson, 1975; Gamble, 1960;
Long, 1965; Coats, 1967; Price, 1970). All these measure-
ments revealed a significant deviation from the one-region
point kinetics approximation applied in conventional sys-
tems. It was concluded that in some reflected systems, the
one-region point kinetic behavior is expected to be no
longer valid. However, all these anomalies can be explained
through the two-region model.

The two-region model was developed on previous works
by Avery (1958), Avery et al. (1958), Cohn (1961) and
Cohn (1962) and further simplified by Spriggs et al.
(1997). This model describes the time-dependent behavior
of multiplying systems comprised of two distinct regions,
the core and a non-multiplying, source-free reflector. Each
region is characterized by a multiplication factor, and a
neutron lifetime. Neutrons in the core region can undergo
absorption or fission reactions and are allowed to leak to
the reflector. Neutrons in the reflector are either absorbed
or leak back to the core or are lost from the system. From
these considerations, a reflected system can be described by
the following set of coupled differential equations (Cohn,
1962; Spriggs et al., 1997):
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¼ ½kcð1�beffÞ� 1� N c
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where the definitions of the quantities are taken from Spri-
ggs et al. (1997): Nc the adjoint-weighted total number of
neutrons in the core region; Nr the adjoint-weighted total
number of neutrons in the reflector region; kc the multipli-
cation factor of the core region; beff the effective delayed
neutron fraction; sc the adjoint-weighted neutron lifetime
in the core region; sr the adjoint-weighted neutron lifetime
in the reflector region; fcr the fraction of neutrons that leak
from the core into the reflector; frc the fraction of neutrons
that leak from the reflector back into the core; f = fcr Æ frc

the fraction of core neutrons returned to the core after hav-
ing leaked into the reflector; ci the adjoint-weighted con-
centration of the ith precursor group; bi the delayed
neutron fraction of the ith precursor group; ki the decay
constant of the ith precursor group; and S the adjoint-
weighted intrinsic/external neutron source rate in the core.

The Laplace-transform method (Bell and Glasstone,
1970) provides a standard way of deriving the inhour equa-
tion. By applying this approach to Eqs. (1)–(3), the poles x
of the Laplace transform of Nc(s), are the solution of the
reflected-core inhour equation, which can be written as
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Fig. 1. Qualitative plot of the roots of the reflected-core inhour equation.
The plot is not drawn to scale.
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q ¼ kc þ f � 1

kc

¼ xKc þ
X bix

xþ ki
þ xf Kr

srxþ 1
; ð4Þ

where Kc is the core’s prompt-neutron generation time
and Kr is the reflector’s prompt-neutron generation.
These quantities can be related to the neutrons lifetimes
in core and reflector region through the following
expressions:

Kc ¼
sc

kc

; ð5Þ

Kr ¼
sr

kc

: ð6Þ

The same expression for the reflected-core inhour equation,
can be derived taking the poles x of the Laplace transform
of Eq. (2). Eq. (4) can be written in a more convenient way
as

q ¼ xkKc þ
X

i

bixk

xk þ ki
þ brxk

xk þ kr

¼ xkKc þ
X

i;r

bixk
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where, br and kr are defined, in a purely mathematical way,
as

br ¼ f
Kr

sr

; ð8Þ

and

kr ¼
1

sr

: ð9Þ

According to Eq. (7), it is observed that when f approaches
zero the reflected-core inhour equation collapses to the in-
hour equation for a bare reactor (Bell and Glasstone,
1970). On the other hand, when f is greater than zero, an
extra term associated with the reflector appears in the
equation.

For the case of six precursor groups (i.e., i = 6), the
reflected-core inhour equation is a polynomial equation
of eighth order. Thus, for every value of q there are eight
roots xj. In contrast to the one-region inhour equation,
Eq. (7) presents an additional root, x8, which varies from
�l/sr to �1. Fig. 1 is a qualitative plot of the reflected-core
inhour equation.

The seventh root of the reflected-core inhour equation
varies from �k6 to �l/sr. At reactivities in the vicinity of
delayed critical follow the asymptote:

x7 ¼
q� beff

K
; ð10Þ

and at critical state x7 = beff/K. On the other hand, at large
subcritical levels, x7 goes asymptotically to �l/sr. Thus, it
is evident that at some subcritical reactivity the linear
behavior of x7 given by Eq. (10) is lost. From this point
the one-region model is not valid and the two-region model
must be applied. This departure from Eq. (10) at large sub-
critical levels is a quantitative way to validate the two-re-
gion model.
3. The reflected-core Feynman-a distribution

The Feynman-a technique is based on the measurement
of the ratio of the variance to the mean of the number of
counts collected in a fixed time interval T. If it was repeat-
edly measure the number of counts c occurring in a given
time interval, the variance-to-mean ratio of the number
of counts is given by Uhrig (1970):

variance

mean
¼ c2 � �c2

�c
; ð11Þ

where �c represents the average number of counts in the
time interval T.

The Feynman-a distribution can be derived from the
Rossi-a distribution through the following integral (Uhrig,
1970):

cðc� 1Þ
2

¼ eF
Z T

t2¼0

Z t2
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prossiðt1; t2Þdt1 dt2; ð12Þ

where F is the average fission rate and e is the detector effi-
ciency. The left-hand side represents the number of pairs of
counts expected in the interval T, and prossi (t1, t2) is the to-
tal probability of a pair of counts in dt1 and dt2 given by
the Rossi-a distribution. The reflected core Rossi-a distri-
butions recorded in the core and reflector region can be,
respectively, written as

pc
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where s = t2 � t1 is the elapsed time between two neutron
counts. The quantity Ac and Ar are proportionality con-
stants, with dimensions of inverse of time, which relates
adjoint-weighted total number of neutrons to the experi-
mental Rossi-a distributions recorded in the core and
reflector regions, respectively. The BG term can be written
as the product of the average fission rate and the detector
efficiency, and experimentally represents the uncorrelated
or random component which is added to the Rossi-a distri-
bution as a background component.

By substituting prossi(t1, t2) in the form of N c;r
7 ex7ðt2�t1Þþ

N c;r
8 ex8ðt2�t1Þ þ BG, into Eq. (12) and solving the integrals,

we obtain:
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Since the product FeT is equal to the average number of
counts �c in the interval T, we can rearrange Eq. (15) to
obtain:
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where Y is the reflected core Feynman-a distribution.
Therefore, explicit expressions for the Feynman-a distribu-
tion recorded in the core and reflector region can be ob-
tained by substituting the core amplitudes N c

7 and N c
8,

and the reflector amplitudes N r
7 and N r

8, given by Eqs.
(13) and (14), into Eq. (16), respectively.

The standard deviation rY of the Y-value can be approx-
imately derived from those of the sample variance and
mean of the normal distribution (Jammes et al., 2002):
x7;8 ¼
1
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where N is the number of samples (i.e. the number of
counts) for a given time gate T.

In contrast to one-region model, the reflected core Feyn-
man-a distribution shows two exponential terms. The first
exponential term, which is governed by the x7-eigenvalue,
is the well-known Feynman-a distribution derived from the
one-region model, and the x7 root is the familiar prompt
neutron decay constant, a. This term physically represents
the prompt neutrons that multiply within the core region
on a time scale corresponding to the prompt-neutron gen-
eration time in the bare reactor core, Kc. The second expo-
nential term, driven by x8, is an additional term associated
with that fraction of prompt neutrons that leak from the
core into the reflector and then re-enter the core region
where they further propagate the prompt-neutron chains
by inducing additional fissions. This process occurs on
the time scale of the prompt-neutron generation time of
the integral system K. The prompt neutron generation time
K can be written as a sum of two components via the fol-
lowing relation (Spriggs et al., 1997):

K ¼ Kc þ f Kr; ð18Þ
This equation is valid for reflected systems where the neu-
tron lifetime in reflector region is sufficiently small, which
corresponds to srxj� 1.

Has been observed that counting loss originates from
dead time due to pulse-type neutron detector and counting
circuits lead to considerable distortions in the uncorrelated
part of Feynman-a distribution. In fact, the Y-value can be
sometimes negative because the dead time effect at high
counting rates. In order to overcome the undesirable dead
time effect, assuming a non-paralyzable counting system,
Yamane proposed the following improved formula
(Yamane, 1996):

Y d ¼ Y � 2Rd; ð19Þ
where the uncorrelated part depends linearly on the dead
time d and the counting rate R.

In practice, the delayed neutrons can be neglected
because they are virtually constant over the time intervals
used in the Feynman-a experiments (Feynman et al.,
1956; Uhrig, 1970). By adopting this assumption, the x7

and x8 roots can be obtained from the reflected core inhour
equation (Eq. (4)) by assuming x� ki. Thus, the following
equation is derived:
where the positive and negative signs go with x7 and x8,
respectively. This equation shows clearly that the relation-
ship between the roots x7 and x8, and reactivity is not linear.

Since we are only interested in relative changes in reac-
tivity level due to changes in the control rod position, the
reactivity q in Eq. (20) can be obtained through the neu-
tron source multiplication method (NSMM) (Misawa and
Unesaki, 2003; Shi et al., 2005). NSMM is a well-known
experimental method, in which the subcritical reactivity q
is related to the neutron count rate C as follow:
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q ¼ 1

1� C
eS

; ð21Þ

where e is the detector efficiency and S the source intensity.
Even if the product eS is unknown, by monitoring the neu-
tron count rate of a detector, one can evaluate the devia-
tion of the actual reactivity from the reference reactivity.

Through Eqs. (13), (14) and (20), it is possible to study
quantitatively the experimental behavior of the roots x7

and x8, and the amplitudes N r;c
7 =x7 and N r;c

8 =x8 with the
subcritical reactivity. Firstly, as indicated in Fig. 1, as reac-
tivity becomes more negative, the magnitude of x8 root
increases drastically, while the x7 root goes asymptotically
to �l/sr. Evaluating the core correlated amplitudes, it was
noticed that the N c

7=x7 is dominant at subcritical levels
near the delayed critical condition. In fact, only at large
subcritical levels N c

7=x7 can be slightly smaller than
N c

8=x8. However, this small difference is not enough to
allow an experimental observation. Therefore, the corre-
lated term driven by x8 cannot be easily identified in Feyn-
man-a distributions recorded in core region. In reflector
region, the behavior of the amplitudes is completely oppo-
site to that observed in core region. Firstly, according to
Eq. (14), the x8 root is always greater in magnitude than
kr = 1/sr and due to the term kr/(x8 + kr), N r

8=x8 becomes
negative. Near the critical condition, Eqs. (13) and (14)
indicates that there is a competition between the two corre-
lated components in the Feynman-a distributions recorded
in reflector region. On the other hand, the magnitude of
N r

8=x8 decreases with the reactivity and approaches asymp-
totically zero for deep subcritical levels. In such a way, it
would be expected that two correlated components could
be observed in reflector measurements near the critical
state. However, experimentally, due to the relatively high
count rates near the delayed critical condition, the dead
time losses distort considerably the first channels of the
Feynman-a distributions leading to negative Y-values.
Thus, the negative exponential component cannot be easily
separated from the dead time effect. In summary, the
N r;c

7 =x7 is often dominant over N r;c
8 =x8, and it is expected

that only one correlated component could be observed in
Feynman-a distributions recorded in core and reflector
regions.
4. The IPEN/MB-01 research reactor and core

configurations

To examine the present methodology, a series of Feyn-
man-a experiments were conducted at the IPEN/MB-01
research reactor facility, located in the city of São Paulo,
Brazil. The IPEN/MB-01 reactor is a zero-power critical
facility especially designed for measurements of a wide
variety of reactor physics parameters to be used as bench-
mark experimental data. The reactor reached its first criti-
cality on November 9, 1988, and since then it has been
utilized for basic reactor physics research and as an instruc-
tional laboratory system. The reactor core consists of a
28 · 26 array out of which 680 are fuel rods inside a water
tank. The remaining 48 positions are holes, which are used
to fix the guide tubes for the control and safety rods. The
pitch of the rods is 15.0 mm, which is close to the optimal
pitch (maximum k1). This feature favors the neutron ther-
mal energy region and mainly the 235U events. Fuel rods
are constituted of a stainless steel (type 304) cladding con-
taining UO2 enriched to 4.3%. Each one of the control and
safety banks is composed of 12 rods held together and sup-
ported by a control mechanism above the moderator tank.
The absorber rods are clad by SS-304. The control rods are
filled with an alloy of Ag–In–Cd, while the safety rods are
filled with B4C powder. The maximum operating power of
the facility is limited to 100 W. A complete description of
the IPEN/MB-01 reactor can be found in dos Santos
et al. (1999, 2004).

Feynman-a distributions were recorded in two different
core configurations. Fig. 2 displays a schematic view of
each configuration and the respective detector locations.
The first configuration, illustrated in Fig. 2a, was loaded
in order to perform Feynman-a measurements near the
delayed critical condition and obtain beff/K. For this pur-
pose, one small BF3 neutron detector of 10 mm diame-
ter · 150 mm height and sensitivity of 2.1 cps/nv was
placed in the center of the active core. It is known that in
a subcritical core, the power level is determined by the
strength of the external neutron source. Thus, in this first
configuration, the reactor was driven by its own intrinsic
source in order to avoid high count rates, and consequently
high dead time losses in the BF3 detector.

The second core configuration is showed in Fig. 2b. In
such configuration, eight burnable poison rods were loaded
in the core in order to remove the reactivity excess. Each
poison rod is geometrically identical to the fuel rods, but
is filled with 52 pellets of Al2O3–B4C with 40.53 mg of
Boron per cubic centimeter. Through this core configura-
tion, when the control and safety rods were fully inserted,
the subcritical reactivity was approximately �25,000 pcm.
In such a way, Feynman-a distributions can be recorded
in a very large range of subcritical reactivity, nearly from
�500 pcm to �25,000 pcm. On the other hand, this large
subcritical interval leads to a significant variation in the
neutron flux, and consequently in the detector count rate.
In order to allow an accurate measurement of the Feyn-
man-a distributions in a reasonable length of time, two
detectors with different sensitivities were positioned in the
reflector region as illustrated in Fig. 2b. In addition, to
increase the count rate of the detectors to a more reason-
able value, the startup source (Am–Be, 1Ci) was inserted
in the bottom of the core to drive the system. The startup
source position can be observed in Fig. 3, which shows the
side view of the reactor core. At large subcritical levels, a
3He detector, whose size and sensitivity were 42 cm in
length and 2.6 cm in diameter and 54.3 cps/nv, was
employed. For measurements at near critical conditions,
where neutron flux is higher, less sensitive (12.9 cps/nv)
boron-lined detector of 10 cm diameter · 33 cm height
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was used to avoid high count rates and large dead time
effects.

In general, the system used to record the Feynman-a dis-
tributions comprises of a pulse type neutron detector, a
pre-amplifier, an amplifier, a discriminator and a multi-
channel analyzer. A block diagram of the electronic chain
is illustrated in Fig. 4. The combined high voltage supply
and amplifying electronics discriminate the neutron pulses
from the gamma pulses and amplifies and shapes each neu-
tron pulse into a NIM fast negative logic pulse of 25 ns
width and amplitude of 5 V into a 50 X load. A high-speed
PCI-bus multi-channel counter card subsequently records
the elapsed time between a trigger and subsequent pulses.
The dwell time can be fixed as a minimum of 100 ns. The
number of time bins (channels) is selectable from 4 to
65,536. Moreover, a dual-port memory on the MCS card



Fig. 5. Typical Feynman-a distribution for a subcritical level of
�4.77 pcm.

Fig. 6. Plot of the a values versus the inverse count rate.
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permits quick computer access to the spectral data for pro-
cess purpose, without interrupting data acquisition. Soft-
ware written in LabVIEW� G-Language is used to
control the acquisition. In order to sustain a satisfying
acquisition rate, the features of the host PC is of high
importance. For that reason, our acquisition PC is a
2.4 GHz processor PC which is dedicated only to the PCI
bus of the timemarking card. Once the data has been col-
lected, which corresponds to one MCS sweep, it is trans-
ferred to a second PC where the Feynman-a method was
implemented on C/C++ language. In this way, our system
provides an on-line data analysis because the writing and
reading of the data from the MCS memory buffer are exe-
cuted independently.

The Feynman-a distributions were obtained via the
bunching technique proposed by Misawa et al. (1962)
and revised by Kitamura et al. (2000). In this technique,
neutrons counts within a fundamental counting gate time
(dwell time) are accumulated in the MCS buffer, and neu-
tron counts of longer gate widths are synthesized by bunch-
ing neutron counts in adjacent MCS channels. For
example, when the dwell time was selected as T ms, the
neutron count data stored in the adjacent channels of the
MCS were bunched to obtain the count rate distribution
of 2T ms intervals. The mean and variance values were cal-
culated using the bunched data, then the Y-value in Eq.
(16) was obtained. In this way, the Y-value can be calcu-
lated almost continuously as a function of the time interval.
Furthermore, the Feynman-a distribution can be obtained
immediately after each MCS sweep providing an on-line
data analysis.

5. Measurements results

As mentioned in the previous section, the Feynman-a
experiments were performed in two different core configu-
rations, which are showed in Fig. 2. Firstly, according to
Fig. 2a, measurements were conducted using a small BF3
detector vertically positioned in the center of the active
region. In order to measure the ratio beff/K, Feynman-a
distributions were recorded at three different subcritical
levels near the delayed critical state. Each subcritical level
was achieved by changing the control rods positions. In
such measurements, the system was governed by its own
intrinsic source. The intrinsic source strength is small
enough to provide measurements of the Feynman-a distri-
butions near criticality with a reasonable count rate in the
detector which favors an accurate extrapolation to the crit-
ical condition. Fig. 5 shows the Feynman-a distribution
recorded at �4.77 pcm. According to the two-region model
predictions, near criticality the component driven by x7

root is dominant, and the Feynman-a distribution reduces
to that derived through the one-region model. In this way,
the prompt neutron decay constants a were obtained by fit-
ting each Feynman-a distributions using a typical least-
square algorithm to a function which includes only one
exponential term. Fig. 6 shows the fitted a values vs. inverse
count rate of the BF3 detector used to perform the mea-
surements. As mentioned before, by adopting the NSMM,
the inverse count rate can be directly related to the subcrit-
ical reactivity through q = eS/C for eS/C� 1. The relation
between inverse count rates and measured a values was
extrapolated to the critical condition and a beff/K value
was estimated as �235.57(0.66) s�1.

In the second core configuration illustrated in Fig. 2b,
Feynman-a experiments were performed in a very large
range o subcriticality, from �500 pcm to �25,000 pcm,
approximately. This experimental setup was implemented
in order to validate the two-region model predictions and
obtain beff in an absolute experimental way. As presented
in the previous section, deeply subcritical levels were
reached loading eight burnable poison rods in the reactor
core. In order to achieve the different reactivity levels, the
system was perturbed with the insertion of all control
and safety rods simultaneously in steps of 5%. Due to the
significant variation in the neutron flux, two neutron detec-
tors with different sensitivities were used to allow precise



Fig. 8. Initial channels of the Feynman-a distribution for a subcritical
level of �499.88 pcm.

Fig. 9. The prompt neutron decay constant, a, vs. inverse count rate. The
parameters were obtained via least-square fit using Eq. (20).
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measurements in reasonable length of times. More specifi-
cally, a boron-lined proportional counter was used at levels
near the delayed critical condition and a more sensitive 3He
neutron detector at deeply subcritical levels. In addition, to
increase the count rate of the detectors to a reasonable
value, the startup source (Am–Be, 1Ci) was placed in the
center of the core to drive the system during the
measurements.

As predicted by the two-region model, the correlated
component governed by the x7 root is dominant, and only
one exponential term could be observed in the Feynman-a
curves recorded in reflector region. Thus, the prompt neu-
tron decay constant a was obtained by the least-square fit-
ting of these curves to the theoretical formula, Eq. (16),
with only the first exponential term. Fig. 7 shows the exper-
imental results at �3363.76 pcm. At subcritical levels above
�1000 pcm, approximately, detector dead time effects
potentially distorted the initial channels of the Feynman-
a curves. In Fig. 8, the Feynman-a distribution recorded
at �499.88 pcm is shown. The effect of the dead time is
clearly noticed at the beginning of the distribution where
the Y-values are less than unit. Consequently, it was
observed that the fitted a value was a function of the lower
boundary of the fit interval. The beginning of the fit inter-
val is therefore very crucial for the validity of the a values
obtained from the least-square fit. Only the positive Y-val-
ues were considered in the fit procedure such that the dead
time effects were completely removed. In Fig. 8, the arrow
indicates the fit threshold position. In this case, the fit inter-
val was taken from T = 0.0003 s up to T = 0.0120 s. In this
way, the a value dependence on the lower limit of the fit
interval was eliminated.

In Fig. 9, the fitted a values were plotted as a function of
the inverse count rate (1/C). The 1/C values were obtained
using a BF3 neutron detector of 2.5 cm diameter · 40 cm
height and sensitivity of 23.1 cps/nv positioned in the same
place where a values were measured and at the same con-
trol and safety rod position. As predicted by the two-region
model, Fig. 9 shows that the prompt neutron decay con-
Fig. 7. Feynman-a distribution for a subcritical level of �3363.76 pcm.
stant did not follow a linear relationship with 1/C. In fact,
the behavior of the data presented in Fig. 9 can be
described by Eq. (20). Again in accordance with the two-
region model, the curve is bounded asymptotically by Eq.
(10) in the vicinity of delayed critical and l/sr at deeply sub-
critical levels.

The parameters a0, sc, sr, f and beff were directly
obtained by fitting the data illustrated in Fig. 9 to Eq.
(20) by the least-squares method. The solid line observed
in Fig. 9 is the fit result, which agrees well with the exper-
imental data. The quantity eS was also fitted by changing
the reactivity q in Eq. (20) to eS/C. Table 1 summarizes
the fitted parameters.

Through the knowledge of the fitted parameters sc, sr

and f, the prompt neutron generation time can be obtained
using Eqs. (5), (6) and (17), which results in K =
32.02(0.58) ls. The reflector a0 value was obtained substi-
tuting the fitted parameters sc, sr, f and beff in Eq. (20),
and calculating for the critical state.



Table 1
Measured results

Parameter Feynman-a (core measurements) Feynman-a (reflector measurements) Frequency analysisa Frequency analysisb

a0 �235.57(0.66) s�1 �235.25(4.55) s�1 �234.61(3.26) s�1 231.00(0.94) s�1

sc – 30.56(0.48) ls – –
sr – 0.232(0.005) ms – –
f – 0.0055(0.0012) – –
beff – 7.50(0.05) · 10�3 7.47(0.11) · 10�3 7.39(0.07) · 10�3

K – 32.02(0.58) ls 32 ls 31.99(0.33) ls

a With delayed neutron (Diniz and dos Santos, 2006).
b Without delayed neutron (dos Santos et al., 2006).
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Table 1 also shows a comparison between the present
results and those obtained by the frequency analysis tech-
nique (Diniz and dos Santos, 2006; dos Santos et al.,
2006). The beff and K measured by the Feynman-a and
the frequency analysis methods agreed well with each other
when the standard deviations are considered. In the same
way, the a0 values measured in the present work agree with
that measured by the frequency analysis with delayed neu-
tron. For the frequency analysis method without delayed
neutron, however, the a0 is significantly smaller than that
obtained from the Feynman-a measurements in core. The
same discrepancy is also noticed in the beff given in the last
column of Table 1. These discrepancies are probably due to
a systematical error in the Diven factor which is used in the
frequency analysis method without delayed neutron in
order to derive the parameters.

The small standard deviations obtained in the present
results show that precise absolute measurements for beff

and K can be obtained. In fact, the uncertainty in beff is
0.67%, which is smaller than the proposed target accuracy
of ±3% (1 s.d.) for this parameter.

In the IPEN/MB-01 research reactor nearly 97% of the
total fissions are due to 235U and out of that nearly 90% are
thermal fissions. Thus, the thermal events in which 235U is
the only contributor, dominates the total number of fis-
sions. In this way, it is expected that beff follow basically
the 235U thermal yield. This prediction is consistent with
Table 2
Final calculated results for beff given by TORT (S16 and 16 groups) (Diniz
and dos Santos, 2006)

ENDF/B-VI.8a JEFF-3.1 JENDL 3.3

beff (pcm) TORT 792.38 774.38 756.16
MCNP-4C3 781.6 ± 4.1 771.7 ± 4.1 755.6 ± 4.0

235U Thermal yield 1.670 · 10�2 1.620 · 10�2 1.585 · 10�2

a LANL review.

Table 3
Comparison of the calculated beff with the experimental value

ENDF/B-VI.8a JEFF-3.1 JENDL 3.3

beff (C/E) TORT 1.0565 1.0325 1.0082
MCNP-4C3 1.0421 1.0289 1.0074

a LANL review.
results from TORT and MCNP-4C3 extracted from Diniz
and dos Santos (2006) and summarized in Table 2.

Table 3 lists theory/experiment comparisons for the beff

measured in this work. According to these results,
JENDL3.3 presented the best performance and meets the
desired accuracy for the calculation of this parameter. This
result is in complete agreement with the adjustment study
carried out by Sakurai and Okajima where the 235U yield
was reduced by 0.9% (Sakurai and Okajima, 2002).

6. Conclusions

On the basis of the Two-Region model and Feynman-a
experiments, a new methodology for absolute measurement
of the effective delayed neutron fraction beff was success-
fully developed in the IPEN/MB-01 research reactor. By
adopting this approach, an absolute experimental determi-
nation of beff could be carried out with the required accu-
racy and without knowledge of any other parameter. In
order to implement this technique, several Feynman-a dis-
tributions were recorded in core and reflector regions.
According to the two-region model predictions, only one
exponential component was observed in the Feynman-a
distributions. Furthermore, it was noticed a nonlinear
behavior between the prompt neutron decay constants a
and the inverse count rate of the detector, which is also
in agreement with the two-region model predictions.
Hence, it was concluded that the kinetic behavior of the
IPEN/MB-01 reactor core is well described by the two-
region model. Based on the present approach, beff was
evaluated with an uncertainty of 0.67%. This final result
indicated that the new experimental technique can be suc-
cessfully applied to measure beff values within the current
target accuracy of ±3% (1 s.d.). In addition, the prompt
neutron generation time K and other parameters, were also
measured in a purely experimental way. The parameters beff

and K are in good agreement with the values found from
other experiments. However, the beff value given by fre-
quency analysis method neglecting delayed neutrons is
lower than that measured in the present work. Probably,
systematical uncertainties in the Diven factor, which is used
in the beff derivation from the frequency analysis experi-
ments, could result in such discrepancy. The C/E values
for the beff measured in this work show that JENDL3.3
presented the best agreement. More precisely, it was
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noticed that the agreement with calculated beff values made
using JENDL3.3 is within 1%. This result justifies the
adjustment study performed by Okajima and Sakurai
where the 235U yield was reduced by 0.9%.
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